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Thanks for using our products

Company Profile
is the
company established in accordance with modern enterprise system,
which is a new high-tech enterprise approved by Shandong
Science and Technology Commission.
Since its foundation, the company has been dedicated in
computer and high-tech research combining application software
and industrial automation. The company is unique in the
development and application of image recognition, online test, nonstandard automatic measurement and data
production. The company devotes itself to prompt the research achievements to various industrial and
enterprises sites, and provide a complete set of information solution to each enterprise. Our company has been
insisting on the operation principles that “develop with customers together and create higher value for
customers”.
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The main products in automation business division are as follows:
LW-1000 bar automatic counting system \ LW-2000 bar automatic
steel-splitting system \ HJ-MVSS bar counting steel-splitting system \
LW-3000 bundle bar retest system \ Smarteye online intelligent vision
detector \ machine vision quality detection, safety protection, perimeter
precaution.

After several years of development, the company departments own a team of
staffers with strong professional ability, high comprehensive quality and diligence, forming the “precise,
accurate and reliable” company culture, building favorable image in the respective field and winning wide
recognition from various field. The company orientates meeting the industry and enterprise requirements,
which is the provider in computer and technology application, industrial automation system integration and
application software development.
Project domains
Machine vision
Intelligent recognition
Perimeter precaution
Machine simulation
The persons in L M M will move forward with
insatiable sprits to create enterprise culture with
characteristics of L M M Science & Technology, and create a brilliant tomorrow together with all sectors of
society.
www.lmmgroupcn.com

LW1000 automatic counting system
LW1000 automatic counting system can achieve automatic counting
online. The system adopts the technical paths of video capture, image
processing, multi-objective real-time recognition, multi-objective
real-time tracking, multilevel counterpoint fault-tolerant algorithm
and multidirectional operation control to count the bars moving along
with chain bed according to the principle of internationally advanced
machine vision technology and taking the core of original patent
algorithm,
The system is divided into VA40 machine vision system, VA30
vision servo control and location control system, computer control
unit and image display unit.
System functions: capture image of mobile bar ends from one side of steel-shifting machine. The system can
achieve real-time counting after image detection, image recognition and target tracking. When the number of
each bundle reaches the set value, it can control steel-shifting machine to stop and start. It may be used to
display steel-splitting location and guide the workers to split steel manually.
Technical index:
1. The counting error of all bars is less than
±0.07‰;
2. Multi-stacked counting is allowed;
3. Feasible technology aiming at batched shearing
process research and development;
4. Support rated and set number measurement;
5. Interfaces with other system communications.

Solution of perfect control and detection
www.lmmgroupcn.com

LW2000 automatic steel-splitting system
LW2000 automatic steel-splitting system is the independently
installed system using intelligent control technology to guide
steel-splitting machine to split steels on the basis of accurate
counting and steel-splitting location by LW1000 automatic
counting system.
The system simulates the technical paths of target recognition,
target tracking and automatic separation, organically combines
non-contact machine vision technology and automatically
intelligent control technology. The system consists of precision servo displacement termination splitter,
complete steel bar splitter, sprocket drive device and computer control unit, in order to achieve the functions
of accurate separation in any specification and accurate setting of number. The system software consists of
intelligent steel-splitting control module, feedback module and fuzzy decision module.
System function:
1. Precision servo displacement termination splitter: the machine is installed outside chain bed in counting
area, whose functions include: steel-splitting motion decision; choosing proper steel-splitting and error
correction motion.
2. Complete steel bar splitter: the machine consists of N sets of machines installed between chains in current
design drawings. The machines are installed with characteristic “non-linear technology” based on the inclined
direction of bars (1# - N#).
Technical index:
1. If the bars are piled not more than 2 layers, the average separation time of ends is ¡Ü5s;
2. If the bars are piled more than 2 layers, the system has the function of error correction.

Technology serves production
www.lmmgroupcn.com

HJ-MVSS bar counting and steel-splitting system
The system is transformed by the means of combining the
steel-splitting segment in HJ-MVSS automatic steel-splitting system
and existing machines in relevant production line.
All systems consist of master control cabinet, composite special lights,
special camera platform and machine separation device. After
finishing project, the system has the following functions: video signal
capture, video image information processing, target tracking and
counting, determination of steel-splitting position, mechanical
steel-splitting, etc.
System function:
1. Input subsystem belongs to image capture recognition module,
consisting of IPC, composite LED special light and auxiliary capture
system.
2. Processing subsystem includes bar recognition module, recognition
results fusion module, bar tracking and counting, steel-splitting
position recognition module, automatic error
3. Output control subsystem includes chain bed control module,
steel-splitting fuzzy control module, result display module and
mechanical implementation module.
Technical index:
1. HJ-MVSS bar counting and steel-splitting system can effectively subtract
manual works, which is the only national automatic counting and
steel-splitting system used online with application performance. The system
has applied national patent for invention. The patent number is
201210002751.8. The system software has registered software copyright with
the number of 2011SR096660.
2. With unique technologies in multi-target tracking, fault tolerance and
multilevel tracking, the system can effectively and inevitably prevent wrong
recognition and leaking recognition. The system is excellent in anti-shaking
performance (as for small-specification bars), fast in counting speed and
saving in time.
3. It can count and split steels visually. When the rated number is full, it can automatically stop chain bed. The
definite steel-splitting position will be given through overlapping real-time video and computer image. The
workers can split steel in correct position according to the guidance in steel-splitting position. It can observe
the steel-splitting process and judge the rights and wrongs in steel-splitting operation. The system can achieve
automatic steel-splitting.
4. Automatic steel-splitting software system and mechanical device under high-precision servo control has
been operating for 36 months without faults. The steel-splitting precision and recognition rate are high.

www.lmmgroupcn.com

LW3000 retesting and counting system of bundle bars

On the request of various departments of enterprise management, quality, inspection, sales and
warehouse, we have developed LW3000 retesting and counting system of bundle bars.
On the basis of accurate counting of LW1000 system, the system uses LW3000 system (the system is
used in secondary inspection and counting with static image recognition technology in bar sides) to elevate the
pile-splitting accuracy by 1-2 order of magnitude. LW3000 system is divided into two models: LW3000-I
online retesting and LW3000- II handheld review.
System function:
1. The system is simple to use, high in accuracy and heavy in storage content, which can retest online in
real time and recheck the number each bundle. After finishing counting, store the picture and relevant data
(date, checker, address, steel number, furnace number, production shift, etc.) to retest system.
2. Display counting quantity obviously; in case of wrong alarming upon counting, the system can prompt
manual intervention.
3. Set up local display system (indoors) and portable display system.
Technical index
1. Because of the system is measured and rechecked manually during counting process, the accuracy
reaches 100% after manual correction.
2. It may carry out data transmission with original weighing system.
3. It may add automatic counting system in weighing position, and recheck the bars after splitting.

Leading machine vision recognition technology

www.lmmgroupcn.com

Solution of perfect control and detection

Smarteye online intelligent vision inspection system
Smarteye online inspection system is
an online defect and dimension inspection
system for panels, rods and wires and band
steels based on high-speed video. The
system consists of visual system, cooling
protective system, quakeproof system and
mobile inspection system, which can
inspect the surface defects, dimension of
finished products and other parameters. It
shall timely alarm the periodic defects
caused by production technology, in order to improve yield of rods and wires, and subtract cost.
System function:
1. Surface quality inspection system of high speed wires: because the object is high-speed and
high-temperature wire, choose four high-speed line cameras to shoot wires continuously and in high speed, in
order to guarantee missing no defects. Four cameras surround the wires, in order to guarantee the simultaneity
of imaging upon external triggering; choose special lens to guarantee the stability of imaging under high
temperature; considering the sharking of wires, the imaging range shall be larger than diameter of wires.
2. Inspect diameter (or width) of rods and wires, eccentricity and other parameters;
3. Inspect the surface defects such as cracks, folds, ears, scars, scratch, pitted surface, etc.; record the
position of defects.
4. Upon online inspection, it is unnecessary to change the production
line, in order to facilitate installation and removing.
5. The inspection results are displayed in real time.
6. Quality statistic analysis and responsibility tracking
Technical index
1. Wire rod diameter (or width): <300mm (it may customize visual
inspection system);
2. Dimensional accuracy: 0.09mm (it may customize visual inspection
system);
3. Defect accuracy: width >0.1mm (it may be customized according to users’ requirements);
4. Sampling frequency: 70,000 – 110,000 times/second;
5. Movement speed of rods and wires: 120m/s.

www.lmmgroupcn.com

HJ-MVSR6000 visual and real-time prevention system in key area
The system applies the most advanced visual and bionics technology – intelligent
vision analysis technology and goes beyond the traditional video movement
detection (VMD) technology. Taking intelligent and visual analysis technology as
the core and based on the technical paths of self-learning, self-adaptation and
self-adjustment, the system detects, tracks, judges and recognizes the objects
accessing into the relevant areas. The system can automatically send out early warning, warning, alarming and
promoting manual control according to different safe grades, and record, store, deploy and inquire all events.
The system is functional in personnel intrusion detection, illegal vehicle parking detection, abandoned items
detection, item moving detection, automatic tracking and detection, personnel retention detection, remote
voice intercommunication, etc.
The system is high in reliability and anti-jamming capability. Even though
in extreme and hostile environment and lighting conditions, the system
also keeps higher performance. The detection rate under general
conditions is 99.9% (less than 1/day).
System function:
1. Circumferential automatic intrusion detection
2. Illegal parking detection
3. Abandoned items detection
4. Item moving detection
5. Automatic tracking and wandering detection
6. Remote voice and radio emergency command
Technical index
1. High resolution detection based on each pixel in original image (before loss compression)
2. While keeping 99% of higher detection rate, it will also keep lower false alarm rate less than 1/day
3. It may detect the intruders under the conditions of severe weather, low visibility and low brightness
4. It may detect professional masquerade intrusion, low-speed intrusion (such as 6cm/minute speed) and
emergency movement intrusion
5. It is reliable in detecting non-flat terrains (based on 3D monitoring scene model) and remote distance
6. Support pre-alarm records – in case of alarm events, record the fragments before alarm events
7. It has functions in unique customized definition defense area setting (any quantity and shape) and detecting
objective feature setting (type, dimension, movement direction, moving speed, invasion time).
8. Effectively eliminate the wrong alarms caused by small animals, tree swinging, cloud shade, illumination
changing, rain, snow, tiny movement of scene, etc.

www.lmmgroupcn.com

Technology serves production

Other machine vision products
Because visual inspection is the indispensable link and development direction
of industrial vision technology, it is urgent to replace manual vision using automatic
industrial vision during high-speed and large-capacity production. The products in
the aspects of quality inspection, target or location recognition, dimension detection
and robot vision have been used to monitor as necessary means in monitoring or
closed-loop control.
1. Inspection system of surface defects on panels and band steels
Panel and band steel image recognition system includes image capture, image recognition, defect
detection, etc. When system detects panels and band steels, it will trigger image capture device and capture the
surface images of panels and band steels; it sends the image to the segment of character and image recognition;
finally, the panels, band steel defects and serial number will be recognized through certain technology.
2. Automatic tracking system of weld joints
During the production process of straight slits or helical weld pipes, the system can automatically track
and correct, in order to guarantee the welding quality.
3. Online vision measurement
The system is used to measure the length and diameter online in long distance. The length error is less
than 2mm. The diameter error is less than 1/1000 of steel pipe diameter. Detect the appearance of connectors;
measure the workpiece in certain shapes online; reject scrap products.
4. People counting system
Video people counting technology is a kind of application function developed from intelligent video
analysis technology. With advanced intelligent video analysis algorithm, the system detects the shape of living
body (head and shoulder) through video frame analysis, analyzes the number of incoming and outgoing people
in set area, in order to count and record the number of people.
5. Intelligent visual behavior recognition and face recognition technology
Intelligent visual behavior recognition technology refers to the technology improving monitoring
effectiveness through visual analysis and automatic monitoring on video rain image. Through intelligent
vision monitoring, the monitors can be relieved from the simple and elementary labor of “staring at screen for
24 hours”. Face recognition technology refers to the
technology recognizing identity through face features.
The core algorithm is in world leading level, whose
recognition accuracy rate reaches 99.99%; the
system makes face recognition technology widely
used in the fields of identity recognition and
verification, production and life.
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